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Seeking to continue to work in the fields of pharmaceuticals and communications. 
Responsible for IV admixtures, patient charts, order entry with the preparation of 
orders. All general duties in the IV department.

1992 – 2008
RADIO ANNOUNCER - ABC CORPORATION

 Responsible for all on-air duties including reporting breaking news, weather, and
interacting with the audience.

 Production duties included writing, editing, and voicing commercial ads, 
including endorsements of popular products.

 Personal appearances at various businesses and events with periodic reporting, 
both live and recorded.

 Exclusive writer for reviews of various album recordings for the website.
 Produced remote broadcasting at many theme parks and other establishments.
 Conducted interviews both by phone and in-house.
 Played music and read news and sports stories during appropriate programming

segments and loaded prerecorded programs for airing.

1989 – 1992
RADIO ANNOUNCER - DELTA CORPORATION

 Consisted of the 50s, 60s, 70s, and 80s and special time slots for beach music.
 Recorded public service announcements for on-air play.
 Broadcasted live breaks for weekend programming and provided Board-Op.
 Loaded programs for automation during weekend broadcasts and corrected 

automation programming mistakes.
 Personal appearances at various businesses and events with periodic reporting, 

both live and recorded.
 Exclusive writer for reviews of various album recordings for the website.
 Played music and read news and sports stories during appropriate programming

segments and loaded prerecorded programs for airing.

EDUCATION

Pre-Medical / Communications - (St. Petersburg Junior College - Saint Petersburg,
FL)
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SKILLS

Great Communication, Problem-Solving, Type 48+ WPM, Technical Competency.
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